CEO to Worker Pay Ratio
2017 – TJX Companies, Inc.

WHEREAS: Recent events have increased concerns about the extraordinarily high levels of executive compensation at
many U.S. corporations. Concerns about the structure of executive compensation packages have also intensified, with
some suggesting compensation systems incentivize excessive risktaking.
In a Forbes article on Wall Street pay, the director of the Program on Corporate Governance at Harvard Law School noted
that “compensation policies will prove to be quite costly—excessively costly—to shareholders.” Another study by Glass
Lewis & Co. declared that compensation packages for the most highly paid U.S. executives “have been so overthe top that
they have skewed the standards for what’s reasonable.” That study also found CEO pay may be high even when
performance is mediocre or dismal.
A September 2015 Harvard Business Review piece noted that a recent global study found that CEOtoworker pay ratio in
most countries is “at least 50 to one,” but “in the United States it’s 354 to one.”
MSCI’s 2016 ESG Trends To Watch noted a shift in investor focus from sector and countrylevel impacts of income
inequality to links between intracompany pay structures and economic growth. They cite OECD's estimates that growing
inequality has cumulatively shaved seven percentage points from growth of GDP in the U.S. between 1990 and 2010.
Contrary to popular belief that higher wages will hurt the bottom line, MSCI found that companies with low pay gaps had
higher operating profit margins than companies with high gaps in pay between their CEOs and average workers.
Some companies have begun disclosing CEOtoworker pay ratios in anticipation of the Pay Ratio Disclosure Rule approved
by the Securities and Exchange Commission in August 2015. Beginning in 2018, that rule will require issuers to report the
ratio between median employee compensation and the CEO’s total compensation.
RESOLVED: Shareholders request the Board’s Compensation Committee initiate a review of our company’s executive
compensation policies and make available, upon request, a summary report of that review by October 1, 2017 (omitting
confidential information and processed at a reasonable cost). We request that the report include: 1) A comparison of the total
compensation package of senior executives and our employees’ median wage (including benefits) in the United States in
July 2007, July 2012 and July, 2017; 2) an analysis of changes in the relative size of the gap and an analysis and rationale
justifying this trend; 3) an evaluation of whether our senior executive compensation packages (including, but not limited to,
options, benefits, perks, loans and retirement agreements) should be modified to be kept within boundaries, such as that
articulated in the previously proposed Excessive Pay Shareholder Approval Act; and 4) an explanation of whether sizable
layoffs or the level of pay of our lowest paid workers should result in an adjustment of senior executive pay to more
reasonable and justifiable levels and how the Company will monitor this comparison annually in the future.

